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AUTHORHOUSE, United States, 2010. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Twenty Four year old Isis little Ms. Go Getter was brought up in the
suburbs away from drugs, murder and havoc. Living a life of luxury rockin diamonds, wearing
exclusive name brand clothes and pushing a $100,000.00 car you would think she was satisfied.
Meanwhile, falling for a dope boy named Freedom was only a slap in the face. Isis strives harder to
be a mother and father to Trinity, her four year old daughter. Introduced to the party life by her
best friend Laya and her cousin Justice is a way to step back and take a break from everyday life.
Until a few back stabbing females enter the scene. Take a journey with Isis as she eventually finds
her true uniqueness. Watch her convert from an innocent school girl to a sophisticated Thug Misses
down a road of confusion, betrayal and revenge. The choices we make can sometimes come back
to haunt us. Will her choice be a WIZE one?.
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Without doubt, this is actually the best operate by any article writer. Indeed, it can be perform, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. Its been
written in an exceedingly straightforward way in fact it is only soon a er i finished reading through this book through which in fact changed me, modify
the way in my opinion.
-- Miss Elissa  K utch V-- Miss Elissa  K utch V

Excellent eBook and beneficial one. It is amongst the most amazing pdf i actually have study. Your daily life period will likely be convert when you full
looking at this pdf.
-- Ja nelle K ub PhD-- Ja nelle K ub PhD
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